The Association of Glaucomatous Visual Field Loss and Balance
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Purpose: To relate balance measures to visual field (VF) damage from glaucoma.

Methods: The OPAL kinematic system measured balance, as root mean square (RMS) sway, on 236 patients with suspect/diagnosed glaucoma. Balance was measured with feet shoulder width apart while standing on a firm/foam surface with eyes open/closed (Instrumental Clinical Test of Sensory Integration and Balance [ICTSIB] conditions), and eyes open on a firm surface under feet together, semi-tandem, or tandem positions (standing balance conditions). Integrated VF (IVF) sensitivities were calculated by merging right and left eye 24-2 VF data.

Results: Mean age was 71 years (range, 57–93) and mean IVF sensitivity was 27.1 dB (normal = 31 dB). Lower IVF sensitivity was associated with greater RMS sway during eyes-open foam-surface testing (β = 0.23 z-score units/5 dB IVF sensitivity decrement, P = 0.001), but not during other ICTSIB conditions. Lower IVF sensitivity also was associated with greater RMS sway during feet together standing balance testing (0.10 z-score units/5 dB IVF sensitivity decrement, P = 0.049), but not during other standing balance conditions. Visual dependence of balance was lower in patients with worse IVF sensitivity (β = −21%/5 dB IVF sensitivity decrement, P < 0.001). Neither superior nor inferior IVF sensitivity consistently predicted balance measures better than measures of overall VF sensitivity.

Conclusions: Balance was worse in glaucoma patients with greater VF damage under foam surface testing (designed to inhibit proprioceptive contributions to balance) as well as feet-together firm-surface conditions when somatosensory inputs were available.

Translational Relevance: Good balance is essential to avoid unnecessary falls and patients with VF loss from glaucoma may be at higher risk of falls because of poor balance.

Introduction

Balance is integral to all components of walking, including straight-ahead walking,1 initiation and termination of gait, and changing directions.2 Balance impairment severely limits one’s ability to perform activities of daily living,3 and is associated with reduced participation in social activities.4 Numerous studies have shown that patients with balance problems as a result of lower extremity weakness, sensory loss, or Parkinson’s disease have a significantly greater risk of falling attributable to their poor balance.5–7 Poor balance also is associated with a greater fear of falling,8,9 and improving balance through directed training programs can reduce fear of falling independent of one’s fall history.10,11

Vision is recognized as an important sensory input enabling balance,12,13 and glaucoma patients in some studies have been shown to suffer from balance deficits as a result of their loss of side vision.14,15 However, few studies have assessed balance deficits under conditions encountered commonly in daily life, such as standing on a firm surface as opposed to a foam surface meant to eliminate proprioceptive inputs to balance.15,16 Indeed, some studies have found balance not to be associated with glaucoma-related visual field (VF) loss at all,17 or reported worse stability only in the context of stimuli presented...
through virtual reality goggles,\(^1\)\(^8\) possibly reflecting compensatory proprioceptive inputs.\(^1\)\(^9\),\(^2\)\(^0\) Thus, it remains unclear whether glaucoma-related VF damage affects balance under physiologic (i.e., firm surface) conditions or only under artificial conditions in which other sensory inputs are removed.

A growing body of evidence suggests that the location of VF loss may differentially impact quality of life and performance-based measures.\(^2\)\(^1\)–\(^2\)\(^3\) In studies specifically evaluating VF loss and balance, increased postural sway was associated with VF loss in the inferior hemifield.\(^1\)\(^5\),\(^2\)\(^4\) However, substantial numbers of patients are required to identify the independent effects of correlated visual measures (such as superior and inferior VF loss), and prior studies have been limited by the number of patients examined (less than 100 for all studies).\(^1\)\(^5\),\(^2\)\(^4\) Furthermore, prior studies examining the importance of specific VF locations have largely focused on different patterns of VF loss within the central 24\(^\circ\) to 30\(^\circ\), ignoring the potential impact of more peripheral VF loss, which may be particularly important for falls.\(^2\)\(^5\)

In this study, we aimed to understand the relationship between balance and VF loss secondary to glaucomatous damage in a large sample of glaucoma patients with a broad spectrum of VF loss. Innovative aspects of the study included the evaluation of balance using a set of lightweight motion sensors that directly measure acceleration in various spatial planes in real time. Additionally, sensors were used to quantify balance under a broad range of conditions shown to be associated with health outcomes,\(^2\)\(^6\),\(^2\)\(^7\) including the Instrumental Clinical Test of Sensory Integration and Balance (ICTSIB) test series\(^2\)\(^8\) (standing on a firm or foam surface with one’s eyes open or closed) and the standing balance test series\(^2\)\(^9\) (feet together, semi-tandem, and tandem positions) on a firm surface.

### Methods

#### Study Design and Study Population

Participants were recruited between September 2013 and March 2015 from the Glaucoma Center of Excellence at the Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns Hopkins University to participate in the Falls in Glaucoma Study (FIGS). The research followed the tenants of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from study participants after an explanation of the nature and potential consequences of the study, and the research was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins Hospital. Inclusion criteria were: (1) age 57 or older; (2) glaucoma suspect or diagnosis of primary open angle glaucoma, primary angle closure glaucoma, pseudoexfoliation glaucoma, or pigmentary glaucoma; (3) residence within a 60-mile radius from the Wilmer Eye Institute; (4) ability to perform VF testing; and (5) ability to complete at least 1 balance test. Glaucoma suspects, in addition to patients with a glaucoma diagnosis, were included in the study to determine the relationship between VF damage and balance over the full spectrum of VF loss (with suspects capturing balance in persons with little to no VF loss). Glaucoma diagnoses were determined by a glaucoma specialist following a comprehensive eye exam, including best corrected visual acuity, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, dilated fundus exam, VF analysis (Humphrey Field Analyzer II; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin CA), and optical coherence tomography (Cirrus HD-OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec). We reported baseline data obtained before collection of falls assessment data.

#### Balance Evaluation

Balance data were collected using the Opal kinematic system (APDM, Inc., Portland, OR). The Opal system measures postural sway via body-worn accelerometers placed around patients’ wrists, shins, and waist, and on the chest.

Two different sets of balance tests were performed. The first set of tests, the ICTSIB, consisted of 4 test conditions: standing on a hard surface with eyes open or closed, and standing on a foam surface with eyes open or closed.\(^3\)\(^0\) Patients were instructed to maintain an upright standing position with their arms crossed and feet approximately shoulder width apart for 30 seconds, with foot distance standardized by a wooden block placed between the patient’s feet. In the second set of tests, the standing balance tests,\(^2\)\(^9\) patients stood on a hard surface with their arms by their sides or extended laterally to aid their balance, and were asked not to move for 30 seconds under three conditions: feet together (heels and toes touching), feet in a semi-tandem position (heel of one foot touching the medial edge of the large toe of the other foot), and feet in a tandem position (heel of one foot touching the tip of the toe of the other foot).\(^1\)\(^6\)

Overall sway, as well as sway in the anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions, were evaluated during the various test conditions given prior work suggesting that glaucoma patients sway more in the AP than the ML direction.\(^1\)\(^4\)
Balance Outcome Measures

Three parameters were analyzed to quantify balance for each test condition as these parameters have high test–retest variability and distinguish control subjects from those with known balance deficits:31,32

1. Root mean square (RMS) sway (m/s²) – RMS of the acceleration vector length. Larger sway values reflect worse balance.
2. Jerk (m²/s⁵) – Time derivative of acceleration, a measure of dynamic stability reflecting the amount of active postural corrections. Jerk values were analyzed as a log transformation of the raw jerk values to achieve a normal distribution. Higher jerk values reflect worse balance.
3. Visual dependence (VD) – Ratio between eyes closed (EC) ellipse sway to eyes open (EO) ellipse sway under foam testing conditions based on the Romberg Quotient,28,33 where ellipse sway is the 95\% confidence ellipse encompassing the sway trajectory that correlates with the movement of the center of pressure in force plate testing.34 Higher values indicate that balance is more dependent on visual input.

Visual Assessment

Central and peripheral visual field tests were performed on the Humphrey Field Analyzer II (Carl Zeiss Meditec) as described by Odden et al.35 Tests were obtained at the baseline study visit or within 6 months before this baseline visit.

For the central VF, the 24-2 Swedish interactive threshold algorithm (SITA) standard test was used and data from the right and left eyes were merged to calculate sensitivity in the integrated VF (IVF) by using the maximum sensitivity of spatially corresponding points. As previously described, average sensitivities over the full IVF, or over specific regions of the IVF (i.e., the superior and inferior hemifields) were calculated per the following method: (1) each sensitivity value in dB was divided by 10 and exponentiated, (2) the resulting values were averaged, and (3) the log₁₀ of this sensitivity value was taken and multiplied by 10 to derive an average IVF sensitivity in dB.36

To evaluate the peripheral VF, the suprathreshold peripheral 60 screening test pattern was used and the number of missed points (possible range = 0–60) in the better eye was chosen to summarize peripheral VF damage.35

Evaluation of Covariates

Age, sex, and race were collected using standardized questionnaires. Information on the participants’ prescription medication was obtained by direct observation of bottles when provided or by patient report, and classified as polypharmacy if 5 or more non eye drop prescription medications were used.37 Patients were questioned about 15 comorbid medical conditions known to affect mobility (arthritis, broken or fractured hip, back problems, history of heart attack, history of angina/chest pain, congestive heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, emphysema, asthma, stroke, Parkinson’s disease, cancer other than the skin cancer, and history of vertigo or Meniere’s disease) using a standardized questionnaire.38 Comorbidity was quantified as the total number of comorbid conditions. A small number of participants with more than 5 comorbidities (n = 9) were reclassified to have 5 comorbidities given the lack of linearity of comorbid disease on balance observed beyond 5 comorbid illnesses.

Statistical Analysis

Balance outcome variables were treated as continuous variables. Distribution plots, as well as Shapiro-Wilks testing were performed for each balance measure, and measures that were normally distributed were used in the regression models. Log transformation was required to achieve a normal distribution for the jerk and visual dependence variables.

Multivariable regression models were used to determine predictors of poor balance. In these models, the dependent variable was the balance parameter, while the independent variable was IVF sensitivity or peripheral points missed. In orthogonal regression models, each 5 dB of IVF sensitivity was associated with 14 additional peripheral points missed; therefore, regression models were constructed to show the effects of a 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity or 14 peripheral points missed (reflecting a comparable degree of VF damage in each region). Additional analyses were conducted to examine the effects of lower sensitivity in the inferior or superior IVF or more missed points in the inferior or superior peripheral VF.

Each balance measure was described in z-score units, with the mean value for the study population
set at 0, and persons 1 standard deviation (SD) above and below the population mean given a value of 1 and −1, respectively, with conversions between z-score and actual values provided in the Appendix. Age, sex, race, polypharmacy, and number of medical comorbidities were included as covariates in multivariable models based on previous literature that suggested that these covariates were relevant to balance. All analyses were conducted using STATA 14.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

**Results**

**Recruitment**

A total of 236 patients with suspect (n = 52) or manifest (n = 184) glaucoma completed visual testing and at least 1 balance test. Mean age was 71 years (range, 57–93), with an approximately equal number of males and females (Table 1). Mean sensitivity over the total IVF was 27.1 dB (normal value = 31), while average mean deviation in the better eye was −4.5 dB (IQR −5.4 to −0.67) and average mean deviation of the worse eye was −8.5 dB (interquartile ratio [IQR] −12.4 to −2.6). Of the study patients, 51 and 25 (22% and 11% of the study population, respectively) had a better-eye mean deviation worse than −6 and −12 dB, respectively.

**Eyes Open/Closed, Foam/Firm Surface Testing (ICTSIB Tests)**

Under foam surface eyes-open conditions, greater RMS sway was observed with worse IVF sensitivity (β = 0.23 z-score units per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.09–0.37; P = 0.001) and more peripheral points missed (β = 0.22 z-score units per 14 pts missed; 95% CI, 0.08–0.35; P = 0.002). Neither IVF sensitivity nor peripheral missed points were associated with jerk during eyes-closed firm or foam conditions (P > 0.05 for all).

We performed an additional analysis for RMS sway/jerk and IVF sensitivity under ICTSIB test conditions where patients were stratified by glaucoma diagnosis (suspect versus manifest). The relationships between RMS sway/jerk and IVF sensitivity were the same as described above, specifically that worse IVF sensitivity was associated with greater RMS sway and jerk for suspect and manifest groups under the eyes-open foam surface condition (P < 0.03 for both), but not for other test conditions (P > 0.06 for both groups).

**AP/ML Balance During Eyes-Open Foam Surface Testing**

Additional analyses evaluated the impact of VF damage on RMS sway, with sway values during eyes open on a foam surface taken as the primary measure given the strength of the association with this balance measure. Greater RMS sway was noted in patients with worse IVF sensitivity in the AP direction (β = 0.27 z-score units per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% CI, 0.13–0.41; P < 0.001) and ML direction (β = 0.14 z-score units per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% CI, 0.02–0.27; P = 0.02). AP and ML balance were associated with more peripheral points missed under the eyes-open firm surface condition (β = 0.14 z-score per 14 pts missed; 95% CI, 0.02–0.26; P = 0.02), though no significant association was noted between jerk and IVF sensitivity (P = 0.76). Neither IVF sensitivity nor peripheral missed points were associated with jerk during eyes-closed firm or foam conditions (P > 0.05 for both).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of Subjects Completing Balance and VF Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean y (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives alone, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central VF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean sensitivity of total IVF, mean dB (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean deviation of better eye, mean dB (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean deviation of worse eye, mean dB (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral VF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean points missed of better eye, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ML RMS sway also were greater in patients with more peripheral points missed (Table 2).

Greater AP and ML RMS sway were observed with worse superior and worse inferior IVF sensitivity, as well as more superior and more inferior peripheral VF points missed, when each measure was analyzed as the sole visual predictor. When the effects of superior and inferior VF damage were assessed in models where both were included, superior VF damage (worse superior IVF sensitivity or more superior peripheral points missed) remained associated with worse balance while inferior VF damage was

Figure 1. Association between balance and visual field damage during eyes open/closed, foam/firm surface testing (ICTSIB tests). (A) RMS sway. (B) Jerk. Figures show the effects of a 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity for central VF testing, or 14 missed points on peripheral VF testing. Jerk values were log transformed.
not (Table 2). However, high variance inflation factors (4.2–4.3 for models including superior and inferior IVF sensitivity, and 2.3–2.4 for models including superior and inferior peripheral points missed) were noted. An additional model was run with the total IVF and difference between the superior and inferior IVF, and the total IVF was significant ($P < 0.001$) while the difference was not ($P = 0.12$).

**Feet Together, Tandem, and Semi-Tandem Stands During Eyes-Open Firm Surface Testing (Standing Balance Tests)**

During feet together testing, worse IVF sensitivity was associated with greater RMS sway (0.10 z-score units per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% CI, 0.0004–0.20; $P = 0.049$). Greater RMS sway also was observed with more peripheral points missed ($\beta = 0.10$ z-score units per 14 pts missed; 95% CI, 0.002–0.18; $P = 0.046$). Greater RMS sway was not associated with IVF sensitivity or peripheral points missed under tandem or semi-tandem conditions ($P > 0.12$ for all; Fig. 2A).

During feet together testing, greater jerk was associated with worse IVF sensitivity ($\beta = 0.20$ z-score units per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% CI, 0.06–0.33; $P = 0.005$) and peripheral points missed ($\beta = 0.26$ z-score units per 14 pts missed; 95% CI, 0.13–0.38; $P < 0.001$). Greater jerk was not associated with IVF sensitivity or peripheral points missed under tandem or semi-tandem conditions ($P > 0.06$ for all; Fig. 2B).

**Visual Dependence of Balance**

Visual dependence of balance was lower in patients with worse IVF sensitivity ($\beta = -21\%$ per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity, 95% CI, −30 to −12; $P < 0.001$). When evaluated in separate regression models, worse IVF sensitivity in the superior and inferior hemifields also were associated with lower visual dependence (superior IVF, $\beta = -19\%$ per 5 dB decrement in sensitivity; 95% CI, −26 to −11; $P < 0.001$; inferior IVF $\beta = -19\%$ per 5 dB decrement in sensitivity; 95% CI, −27 to −10; $P < 0.001$; Table 3). When superior and inferior IVF sensitivity were evaluated in the same regression model, neither was associated with visual dependence ($P > 0.10$ for both). The variance inflation factor (VIF) for the superior and inferior VFs were 4.4 and 4.3, respectively, and, because of these high values, an additional model was run with the total IVF sensitivity and difference between the superior and inferior IVF.
sensitivities as predictors of visual dependence. In this model, worse total IVF sensitivity was significantly associated with lower visual dependence ($P < 0.001$) while the difference between the superior and inferior IVF sensitivity was not ($P = 0.53$).

Visual dependence of balance was lower in patients with more points missed for the total peripheral VF ($\beta = -19\%$ per 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity; 95% CI, $-28$ to $-10$; $P < 0.001$). When evaluated in separate regression models, more points missed in the superior and inferior peripheral visual fields also were associated with lower visual dependence (superior VF, peripheral VF).
Models including points missed was 2.4 for both. In this model, the VIF for superior and inferior
CI; /C0
roborates previous work. 15 Additionally, in this
compensatory mechanisms are available, which cor-
by poor vision even when other proprioceptive
surface standing, suggesting that balance is affected
some balance measures/test conditions during firm
measures, and was seen consistently during foam
support to balance. Balance difficulties also were noted for
a wide range of testing conditions and balance
amounts of VF loss. This finding was observed across
a wide range of testing conditions and balance
measures, and was seen consistently during foam
surface testing, which removes proprioceptive inputs
to balance. Balance difficulties also were noted for
some balance measures/test conditions during firm
surface standing, suggesting that balance is affected
by poor vision even when other proprioceptive
compensatory mechanisms are available, which cor-
roborates previous work.15 Additionally, in this
study, location of VF loss was not a major
contributor to balance impairment, which differs
from findings in prior work.23,24,43 Together, these
results indicated that one’s field of vision has an
important role in maintaining balance under condi-
tions corresponding to real-world situations (i.e., firm
surface standing), and to an even greater degree when
other sensory inputs are compromised.

Balance was worse with more severe VF defects
when measured by RMS sway and jerk. RMS sway
and jerk were chosen as metrics of balance given that
both have high test–retest variability, and distinguish
control subjects from patients with known balance
deficits as a result of conditions, such as Parkinson’s
disease.32 Additionally, RMS sway measures of body
acceleration obtained in the current study correlated
well with sway measures derived from force plates,
which determine displacement of the center of
pressure. Jerk, the time derivative of acceleration
measured by the body sensors used in the current
study, is not available on force place testing but has
been one of the most discriminative measures for
separating controls from individuals with balance
disorders, such as Parkinson’s patients.31 Higher jerk
measures represent uneven acceleration/deceleration,
corresponding with what one would call jerk/surge in
real life.

Worse balance was correlated with more severe VF
loss under foam and firm surface conditions. Several
prior reports have demonstrated an association
between VF damage and balance under foam-surface,
eyes-open conditions. Under these conditions compen-
satory proprioceptive inputs for balance are
suppressed.14,15 The practical implications of foam
surface testing are unclear given the paucity of real
world situations where proprioceptive inputs are not
available. While one previous study found that

Table 3. Percent Decrease in Visual Dependence of Balance for a 5 dB Decrement in IVF Sensitivity for Central
VF Testing, or 14 Missed Points on Peripheral VF Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual Field</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>β, % Change (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Models including 1 visual predictor</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Total IVF sensitivity 5 dB worse</td>
<td>−21 (−30, −12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IVF superior sensitivity 5 dB worse</td>
<td>−19 (−26, −11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IVF inferior sensitivity 5 dB worse</td>
<td>−19 (−27, −10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14 points missed</td>
<td>−19 (−28, −10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>14 points missed</td>
<td>−32 (−45, −16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>14 points missed</td>
<td>−32 (−45, −16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models including 2 visual predictors</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>IVF superior sensitivity 5 dB worse</td>
<td>−15 (−30, 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IVF inferior sensitivity 5 dB worse</td>
<td>−6 (−23, 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>14 points missed</td>
<td>−22 (−43, 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td>14 points missed</td>
<td>−17 (−39, 14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visual dependence was calculated as the ratio of ellipse sway under eyes closed foam, and eyes open foam conditions.

β = −32% per 14 pts missed; 95% CI, −45 to −16; P < 0.001; inferior VF, β = −32% per 14 pts missed; 95% CI: −45 to −16; P < 0.001). When superior and inferior peripheral points missed were evaluated in the same regression model, neither was significantly correlated with visual dependence (P > 0.11 for both). In this model, the VIF for superior and inferior points missed was 2.4 for both.

Other Factors Associated with Balance

Age was associated with greater RMS sway and jerk during all ICTSIB test and standing balance test conditions (P < 0.03 for all). No other studied variable (sex, race, polypharmacy, or number of comorbidities) was associated with either RMS sway or jerk during any of the ICTSIB or standing balance test conditions (P > 0.06).

Discussion

Patients with glaucoma had balance difficulties, and these difficulties increased linearly with increasing amounts of VF loss. This finding was observed across a wide range of testing conditions and balance measures, and was seen consistently during foam surface testing, which removes proprioceptive inputs to balance. Balance difficulties also were noted for some balance measures/test conditions during firm surface standing, suggesting that balance is affected by poor vision even when other proprioceptive compensatory mechanisms are available, which corroborates previous work.15 Additionally, in this study, location of VF loss was not a major contributor to balance impairment, which differs

glaucoma patients compensate for VF loss when standing on a firm surface by using other senses,\textsuperscript{17} another reported that firm surface sway increased with the severity of VF damage.\textsuperscript{15} Additionally, Friedman et al.\textsuperscript{16} found differences in the likelihood of completing various firm surface balance stances when comparing patients with no, unilateral, and bilateral glaucoma. We found that greater VF damage was associated with worse balance under firm surface conditions, particularly feet together testing in which balance is challenged by a narrow stance. Of note, jerk was the balance measure most strongly associated withVF damage severity under these conditions, with each increment of VF damage causing a greater decrement in jerk compared to RMS sway (in z-score units). For example, greater peripheral VF damage was significantly associated with higher jerk values, but not RMS sway, during broad stance eyes-open firm-surface standing. Jerk reflects active postural corrections made during testing, suggesting that greater VF damage is associated more strongly with active postural corrections (defined by jerk) as opposed to directional changes in movement (captured by RMS sway). More broadly, these findings additionally suggest that other senses cannot compensate sufficiently for the impact of VF damage on standing balance.

The location of VF damage did not clearly influence the degree of balance impairment in our study. When considering visual dependence of balance as an outcome, worse IVF sensitivity or more peripheral points missed in the superior and inferior VFs were each associated with lower visual dependence when evaluated in separate models, though neither stood out as uniquely important in models designed to test for the independent importance of damage in each region. With regards to RMS sway, superior VF damage, but not inferior VF damage, was associated with AP and ML sway when both were considered in a single model. However, high collinearity was noted in these models (VIFs of 4.2–4.3 and 2.3–2.4 for models evaluating central and peripheral VF loss, respectively), suggesting that the derived regression coefficients may not be meaningful. Furthermore, when the difference between superior and inferior VF damage was considered in models with overall damage included as a covariate, no association was noted with sway measures. Our findings are in contrast to those of Black et al.\textsuperscript{15} who suggested that an excess of inferior VF damage (assessed using a hemifield difference score) was associated with greater levels of postural sway. These differences may be explained by the greater proportion of patients without VF damage in the study by Black et al.\textsuperscript{15} (56% with no VF loss per AGIS score), or the fact that the two studies used slightly different measures of balance (measures of actual body displacement in the study of Black et al.\textsuperscript{15} versus body acceleration in the current study). Given these contradictory findings, and the challenges involved in assessing the importance of location of VF damage on balance, it remains unclear if the location of VF damage meaningfully contributes to balance.

VF damage in the present study impacted the AP and ML components of sway. This finding lies in contrast to previous studies that found a statistically significant difference in AP versus ML sway.\textsuperscript{14,44} One explanation for this finding may relate to differences in the specific balance measures used (i.e., jerk versus sway) or the different techniques used to measure sway (body accelerometers versus force plates).\textsuperscript{14} A further difference in study findings is that previous work decreased somatosensory contributions to balance in the AP direction through the use of a tilted surface, but did not adequately reduce somatosensory contributions to balance in the lateral direction, so an association was found between VF loss and sway in the AP direction but not in the lateral direction.\textsuperscript{44} We also found very little difference with regards to the degree to which central and peripheral VF damage impacted balance in models designed to assess a comparable amount of central and peripheral VF damage. Our findings contradicted a prior study showing that the peripheral VF has a greater contribution to standing balance,\textsuperscript{45} but were consistent with a different study examining the function of the central versus peripheral retina on body sway,\textsuperscript{46} suggesting the need for further studies on this topic.

Balance metrics (RMS sway and jerk) were converted to a z-score to compare the impact of VF damage on multiple disparate measures and to simplify the interpretation of our data. For example, under eyes-open foam testing conditions, a 5 dB increase in IVF damage resulted in a 0.23 z-score change in RMS sway and a 0.22 z-score change for jerk. Therefore, compared to a patient with no VF damage and an average (50th percentile) level of RMS sway or jerk, an otherwise similar patient with a 5 dB lower IVF sensitivity would be in the 60th and 59th percentiles for RMS sway and jerk, respectively. Similarly, under feet together firm surface testing, every 5 dB decrement in IVF sensitivity corresponded to a 0.10 and 0.20 z-score difference in RMS sway and jerk. Therefore, compared to a patient with no VF damage and an average (50th percentile) level of RMS
sway or jerk, an otherwise-similar patient with a 5 dB lower IVF sensitivity would be in the 54th and 58th percentiles for RMS sway and jerk, respectively. These findings illustrated that, while statistically significant, the contributions of VF damage to balance were modest, likely because of the multiple factors contributing to balance in the population.

Limitations of this study included the fact that patients were barefoot, which is not necessarily representative of the conditions they encounter on a daily basis. Further, patients were tested on a single firm surface even though many types of surfaces, such as tile and grass, have been suggested as common surfaces where patients experience poor balance and falls. We also only examined static balance instead of dynamic balance, which may be particularly important to falls. Finally, there is possible recruitment bias into the study, with persons more or less inclined to fall participating, or with more sick individuals deciding not to participate. We do not believe that selection bias would dramatically affect our findings.

Good balance is essential to avoid unnecessary falls. Previous research has suggested that glaucoma patients have higher rates of falling and are more afraid of falling independent of age, sex, and other systemic conditions. Given previous work showing associations between glaucomatous visual field loss and balance limitations as well as the current findings, future research should specifically assess to what extent balance mediates the association between VF loss and falls, or if this association is the result of other difficulties, such as, gait or poor hazard perception.
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